Investigating Microstructural and Mechanical Behavior of DLP-Printed Nickel Microparticle Composites
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Abstract: The study investigates the fabrication and analysis of nickel microparticle-reinforced composites fabricated using the digital light processing (DLP) technique. A slurry is prepared by incorporating Ni-micro particles into a resin vat; it is thoroughly mixed to achieve homogeneity. Turbidity fluctuations are observed, initially peaking at 50% within the first two minutes of mixing and then stabilizing at 30% after 15–60 min. FTIR spectroscopy with varying Ni wt.% is performed to study the alterations in the composite material’s molecular structure and bonding environment. Spectrophotometric analysis revealed distinctive transmittance signatures at specific wavelengths, particularly within the visible light spectrum, with a notable peak at 532 nm. The effects of printing orientation in the X, Y, and Z axes were also studied. Mechanical properties were computed using tensile strength, surface roughness, and hardness. The results indicate substantial enhancements in the tensile properties, with notable increases of 75.5% in the ultimate tensile strength and 160% in the maximum strain. Minimal alterations in surface roughness and hardness suggest favorable printability. Microscopic examination revealed characteristic fracture patterns in the particulate composite at different values for the wt.% of nickel. The findings demonstrate the potential of DLP-fabricated Ni-reinforced composites for applications demanding enhanced mechanical performance while maintaining favorable printability, paving the way for further exploration in this domain.
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1. Introduction

Composite materials are used in every field of engineering, like aerospace, construction, communication, military, ocean structure, and various other high-performance applications, owing to their high specific strength and modulus, increased design flexibility, desirable thermal expansion characteristics, good resistance to fatigue and corrosion, and economic efficiency [1–3]. Additive manufacturing (AM) has redefined the design process and the manufacturing of materials, components, and products in different sectors [4,5]. Among the many AM processes, digital light processing (DLP) printing has attracted significant interest, as it is capable of generating complex geometries with high accuracy and resolution. AM technology using photosensitive resin was first developed to cure resins...
using a precisely controlled laser involving DLP. Studies have shown that it is possible to develop a method for printing large models using a small DLP printer [6]. Introducing microparticles during AM processes is an important area for research because of the possibility of numerous property improvements such as mechanical, chemical, electrical, biological, and thermal characteristics of the printed components [7–9]. Though the introduction of microparticles has shown improvements in properties, the refractive index of the printing material strongly influences the curability and curing time of the printing photopolymers.

Micro- and nanoparticle-incorporated composites have shown superior properties [10,11]. A study on incorporating silicon nanoparticles like SiO$_2$, montmorillonite, and attapulgite found that printing was impossible with more than 10% filler concentration [12]. Nanographite dispersion with stereolithography has shown improvement in properties in the resulting composite [13]. The dispersion of nanoparticles in the base matrix is critical for maintaining homogeneous material characteristics. Agglomeration and sedimentation may occur if the nanoparticle surfaces do not adhere properly to the base matrix [14]. Nickel microparticles are widely employed in various applications due to their unique features, which include high strength, great corrosion resistance, and strong thermal conductivity. Adding nickel (Ni) microparticles to composite materials can improve their mechanical and functional performance. Adding a small quantity of Ni to iron can produce a corrosion-resistant Ni-based stainless steel [15]. Ni is used as a surface coating in electroplating to avoid substrate corrosion [16]. Ni plating has shown excellent biofouling reduction in seawater [17]. In recent years, the lithium battery industry has been inextricably linked with Ni; adding Ni to the battery can boost energy density while simultaneously lowering costs [18]. However, the characteristics of nickel microparticle composite materials created with DLP printing have not been thoroughly investigated.

DLP printing has produced various materials, including polymers, ceramics, and metals. A study on incorporating silver nanoparticles was performed with 3D conductive structures created by integrating silver nitrate into a photocurable oligomer in the presence of appropriate photoinitiators and subjecting them to a digital light system [19]. DLP-based manufacturing of zirconia scaffolds with 2–20% hydroxyapatite composites showed comparable mechanical strength and good cell proliferation and differentiation [20]. DLP-printed nanocomposite samples were reinforced with copper and magnetite nanoparticles and carbon nanofibers aligning and condensing conductive nanoparticles to produce embedded electronic components [21]. DLP printing incorporating metal microparticles remains an area of limited exploration, with only a few studies on this topic.

While some studies have explored the use of metal microparticles with DLP, the application of nickel microparticles as composite materials in DLP printing is still in its early stages. This study investigates the properties of nickel microparticle-reinforced composites fabricated using digital light processing (DLP). The results of this study provide insights into the possible uses of nickel microparticle composite materials created using DLP printing, as well as help develop novel materials for various sectors.

2. Materials and Methods

A photopolymer ANYCUBIC-plant-based UV resin procured from Indonesia was employed for DLP printing using a DLP ANYCUBIC Photon Ultra Printer. The properties of the resin are listed in Table A1 and the specification of the 3D printer is given in Table A2, both in the Appendix section. The nickel microparticle size varies from 5–60 µm, as observed through a digital microscope, as depicted in Figure 1. The printing parameters are given in Table 1. Initially, the resin mixture with nickel powder was prepared by combining 200 mL of resin with the requisite weight percentage in a beaker using a digital Taffware scale. Stirring was conducted with an IKA RW 20 mechanical stirrer at 288 RPM for five minutes to prevent gas bubble formation.
The turbidity absorbance was plotted on a mixture of uncured micro-nickel resin with the mixing ratio that demonstrated the highest tensile characteristics while guaranteeing complete mixing. The material was scanned between 320–1100 nm at 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, and 60 min. The results were then compared to those of a solution containing only photoresin. The mixture was then poured into the 3D DLP resin machine reservoir for printing. Subsequently, .stl format files were executed on the DLP printer, with the printing duration determined by the specimen’s height along the z-axis. The printed specimens were rinsed in an alcohol solution, followed by curing for 24 h under ambient conditions. The testing involves determining the orientation of the tensile specimen, as categorized into horizontal and vertical printing, as shown in Figure 2.

Tests were conducted under two conditions: without additional particles (0 wt.%) and with 1 wt.% nickel microparticles. Orientation is considered optimal if it exhibits high tensile strength, maximum tensile load, high break elongation, and high break strain, while being generally repeatable. The research methodology is depicted in Figure A1 in Appendix A. The turbidity assessment is performed through spectrophotometric analysis of diverse values of wt.% of nickel microparticles integrated within the resin. FTIR spectroscopy of the resin samples with various nickel concentrations, ranging from 0 wt.% to 8 wt.%, and composed of Ni microparticles, are analyzed. The morphology and chemical composition of the specimens were characterized using various analytical techniques. Prior to analysis, the samples were sputter-coated with a thin film of gold to render them conductive for electron microscopy. Thermo-scientific equipment for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was
employed to examine the surface topography and microstructural features of the specimens. 
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was performed in conjunction with SEM to 
obtain localized elemental compositions at the interface regions and neighboring areas.  
EDS mapping enabled the visualization of the spatial distribution of different elements 
within the samples, facilitating a comprehensive understanding of their elemental makeup  
and identifying the specific materials present at various locations.

![Figure 2. Schematic representation of different printing orientations of the tensile testing specimens: X, Y, and Z.](image)

This study investigates the optimal printing orientation for 3D parts and the ideal 
nickel wt.% for enhanced performance. The investigation also evaluates the mechanical 
characteristics of various samples, including tensile strength, surface roughness, and mate-
rial hardness, as a function of the increasing nickel content in the specimens. Microscopic 
observations elucidate the failure mechanisms occurring in the composite. The test results 
we obtained are examined and compared with findings in the literature to reach mean-
ingful conclusions. A dedicated model is employed for conducting surface roughness 
with standard ISO 2021 [22] Shore D hardness, as per standard ASTM D2240-15 [23], and 
tensile testing as per ASTM D638 [23] type IV standard. Once the orientation is selected, 
the investigation determines the appropriate nickel ratio in the particle composite. Tensile 
tests were performed on photoresins with various nickel mass ratios, ranging from  2% to  
8%. The collected data were evaluated to identify the optimal nickel wt.% ratio, which 
exhibits superior mechanical characteristics, including high tensile strength and maximum 
tensile load, break elongation, and break strain. The samples were then inspected using an 
AM4515T8 Dino-lite Edge DINOLITE digital microscope, Taiwan.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Spectrophotometric Analysis

Spectrophotometric analysis revealed distinctive transmittance signatures at specific 
wavelengths, particularly within the visible light spectrum, with a notable peak at 532 nm 
for all samples except the control, as shown in Figure 3a. This characteristic absorption 
pattern indicates the unique properties of the resin, which fully absorbs most of the UV 
light (324–444 nm) and visible light (660–694 nm) associated with the green color of the photoresin. 
The absorbance spectrum, which is complementary to the transmittance spectrum, provides information about the ability of the resin–micro-Ni mixture to absorb light at different wavelengths. The presence of nickel microparticles initially resulted in high absorbance across the spectrum, as shown in Figure 3b. The analysis further revealed a
time-dependent trend in the transmittance and absorbance of the resin–nickel micropowder solution, as represented in Figure 3c.

![Graph showing transmittance and absorbance over time.](image)

**Figure 3.** UV-Vis spectrophotometry analysis of the resin–micro-Ni mixture showing (a) transmittance spectrum; (b) absorbance spectrum; and (c) transmission and absorbance of the mixture in the wavelength of 532 nm as a factor of time.

Initially, the presence of nickel microparticles results in high absorbance across the spectrum, gradually transitioning to higher transmittance over time, and corresponding to a decrease in absorbance. The literature suggests a linear correlation between turbidity and absorbance, particularly at a wavelength peak of 532 nm. Examination of the absorbance solely attributed to nickel microparticles revealed a rapid reduction in light absorbance within the initial 2 min, followed by stabilization between 15 and 60 min. This indicates a turbidity reduction of approximately 50% within the first 2 min, stabilizing at approximately 30% thereafter. Previous research highlights the rapid sedimentation of resin–microparticle mixtures, with nanosized particles demonstrating superior suspension stability compared to microparticles [24]. Nonetheless, microparticle suspension stability can still be achieved within a shorter timeframe, typically under 12 h. Interestingly, the observed decrease in
light absorbance over time may imply the presence of self-cleaning capabilities in the resin–nickel micropowder composite. As the microparticles settle, the resin surface becomes more transparent, possibly improving the material’s capacity to collect and use light energy for a variety of purposes. Further research into the long-term stability and optical performance of this composite system might yield useful insights into its practical uses. Nevertheless, microparticle suspension stability may be attained in a shorter timescale, usually less than 12 h.

3.2. Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) Spectroscopy

The spectral analysis provides insights into the chemical structure and composition variations resulting from the incorporation of nickel microparticles into the resin matrix. Figure 4 depicts the FT-IR spectra of the resin samples with various nickel concentrations ranging from 0 wt.% to 8 wt.% . The FT-IR spectrum of the resin without nickel exhibited distinct peaks at 1722, 1637, and 1110 cm\(^{-1}\), corresponding to C=O, C=C, and C=O bonds, respectively. Upon adding 1, 2, and 4 wt.% nickel, the resin–Ni micro composites displayed similar peaks at 2360, 1670, and 1558 cm\(^{-1}\), indicating consistent chemical compositions. Specifically, the peak at 2360 cm\(^{-1}\) is associated with C≡N, while the bands at 1670 and 1558 cm\(^{-1}\) correspond to C=C and C=N bonds, respectively. Conversely, resin–Ni micro composites containing 6 and 8 wt.% nickel exhibited additional peaks at 1724 and 1647 cm\(^{-1}\), attributed to C=O and C=C/C=N bonds, respectively, in addition to the characteristic peaks observed in the lower nickel concentration composites. This suggests that the higher concentrations of nickel induce more significant changes in the chemical bonding and molecular structure of the resin. The inference from the FT-IR study suggested that the addition of nickel microparticles to the resin affects the chemical composition, resulting in changes in the FT-IR spectra. New peaks develop, and peak locations vary, indicating changes in the composite material’s molecular structure and bonding environment. This information is critical for understanding how the resin matrix interacts with nickel particles, which can affect the composite material’s overall characteristics and performance.

![Figure 4. FT-IR spectra of 0 wt.% Ni (A) and (B) resin–Ni micro composites with different Ni wt.%](image)

3.3. Tensile Testing

Figure 5 depicts the various specimens after tensile testing. Figure 6 shows the stress–strain curve for the composites with different Ni wt.% . The composite containing 6 wt.% nickel has the capacity to endure the highest maximum load, along with the highest maximum tensile stress, elongation, and strain. The control sample registers the lowest values, followed by notable increases in the 1% and 2% nickel mass fractions. Within the 4% nickel mass fraction mixture, enhancements in the mechanical properties are discernible solely in the maximum load and maximum tensile stress thresholds. Finally, as compared to the 6% counterpart, the 8% nickel mass fraction combination has a greater
mechanical characteristic. This trend is consistent with the findings that have reported that the mechanical performance of polymer composites reinforced with ceramic microparticles often determines an optimal filler content, beyond which the properties start to decline due to agglomeration and poor particle dispersion [24,25].

![Tensile specimens post-testing.](Image)

**Figure 5.** Tensile specimens post-testing.

![Stress–strain curves from tensile testing of the resin–Ni composites with different Ni wt.%.](Image)

**Figure 6.** Stress–strain curves from tensile testing of the resin–Ni composites with different Ni wt.%. The test outcomes were evaluated for three distinct orientations, namely, X, Y, and Z, each with a mass fraction of 0%, as depicted in Figure 7; the orientations follow the configuration shown in Figure 2. These orientations exhibited varying maximum tensile loads, ultimate tensile strengths, break elongations, and break strains. Specimen X demonstrated the highest tensile properties across all parameters, albeit with a noticeable deviation along the X-axis compared to the Z orientation. Conversely, the Y orientation displayed the lowest load-bearing capacity and tensile strength among the three orientations. Notably, the X orientation proved to be the most effective, yielding relatively high values of tensile properties while maintaining repeatability. Further testing with 1 wt.% nickel confirmed the superiority of printing in the Z orientation, as illustrated in Figure 8. The Z orientation exhibited the highest values across all the tested mechanical parameters, with minimal deviations [26,27].
deviation along the X-axis compared to the Z orientation. Conversely, the Y orientation displayed the lowest load-bearing capacity and tensile strength among the three orientations. Notably, the X orientation proved to be the most effective, yielding relatively high values of tensile properties while maintaining repeatability. Further testing with 1 wt.% nickel confirmed the superiority of printing in the Z orientation, as illustrated in Figure 8.

The Z orientation exhibited the highest values across all the tested mechanical parameters, with minimal deviations [26,27].

Figure 7. (a) Maximum tensile load, (b) ultimate tensile strength (UTS), (c) maximum elongation, and (d) maximum strain of tensile specimens with 0% weight nickel (Ni) across orientations X, Y, and Z.

From the findings above, it is evident that printing in the Z orientation offers superior results compared to printing in either the X or the Y orientation. As a result, further printing with a higher nickel wt.% exclusively occurred in the Z orientation. Tensile tests were then conducted on specimens with varying nickel mass ratios in the photoresin, including 2%, 4%, 6%, and 8%. The collected data include mechanical properties such as maximum tensile load, ultimate tensile stress, break elongation, and break strain. The results of these tensile tests are illustrated in Figure 9. The graph shows a gradual increase in maximum tensile load and ultimate tensile strength, with an increasing mass fraction of nickel within the composite material. As the nickel mass fraction increases to 1%, 2%, and 4%, there is a consistent increase in both the maximum load and tensile strength. However, the alterations in elongation and strain remain relatively marginal. At a 6%
nickel mass fraction, a conspicuous peak emerges in both the maximum load (568 N) and tensile strength (23.7 MPa), coinciding with a peak in elongation and strain, indicating optimal material performance (1.88 mm, 2.89%). Intriguingly, when the nickel mass fraction increased to 8%, a notable decrease was observed in the maximum load (457 N), tensile strength (18.8 MPa), elongation (1.74 mm), and strain (2.68%) compared to those of the 6% nickel fraction, signifying a less favorable performance.

![Figure 8](image_url)

Figure 8. (a) Maximum tensile load, (b) ultimate tensile strength (UTS), (c) maximum elongation, and (d) maximum strain of tensile specimens with 1% weight nickel (Ni) across orientations X, Y, and Z.
wt.% suggest that the DLP 3D printer can maintain a consistent printing precision despite printing [28,29]. Similarly, a study reported that the surface roughness of a composite material increased with the addition of ceramic particles, which affected the printing quality and accuracy [30].

3.4. Surface Roughness and Hardness

Surface roughness assessments revealed a notable increase in surface roughness following a 6% increase in the Ni content, as shown in Figure 10a. The hardness measurements exhibit marginal deviations in the Shore D values with increasing Ni wt.%, as depicted in Figure 10b. The marginal deviations in the hardness measurements with increasing Ni wt.% suggest that the DLP 3D printer can maintain a consistent printing precision despite the addition of metal particles. This is consistent with the findings of other studies, which have reported the high precision and accuracy of DLP 3D printers for composite material printing [28,29]. Similarly, a study reported that the surface roughness of a composite material increased with the addition of ceramic particles, which affected the printing quality and accuracy [30].

Figure 9. The progression of the mechanical characteristics of the resin–Ni micro composite compared to those of the Ni wt.% composite: (a) maximum tensile load and UTS; (b) maximum elongation and maximum strain.

Figure 10. (a) Surface roughness and (b) shore hardness of samples with different Ni contents.
3.5. Microstructures and Fracture Mechanism

The observational findings from the printing orientations X and Y reveal a coarse texture in both the initial and final layers, closely resembling the printing surfaces, as outlined in Figure 11.

![Figure 11. Microstructure of the resin–micro-Ni composite in the X- and Y-printed orientations.](image)

Notably, nickel microparticles are suspended in the X orientation. This suspension of nickel microparticles in the X orientation suggests a more homogeneous dispersion of the filler within the resin matrix compared to the Y orientation. Further examination of the fracture region in both the X- and Y-orientations revealed a distinct layer-by-layer printing pattern indicative of brittle fracture.

The presence of nickel microparticles suspended in the resin is indicated by the formation of crazing in the resin. This finding is consistent with earlier research on the fracture behavior of polymer-based composites, in which the layered structure produced during the additive manufacturing process might contribute to preferential crack propagation along the printing interface [31]. Similarly, in both the X and Y orientations, the development of cavities on the top and bottom layers intensifies with nickel microparticles in the printed specimens in the Z orientation. Moreover, there is a gradual increase in the size and volume of the crazing observed in the fracture region, as outlined in Figure 12. The lack of nickel microparticles in the fracture area indicates a weakened bond between the particles and the matrix.

The micrographs in Figures 11 and 12 reveal a notable difference in the distribution of nickel (Ni) particles through the thickness of the additively manufactured composite samples. The bottom regions exhibit a higher concentration of dense Ni particles, compared to the top regions. This non-uniform particle distribution is likely attributable to particle settling effects during the printing process. Despite the relatively high viscosity of the photocurable resin used, the denser Ni particles may gradually sink and accumulate at the bottom of the resin–particle slurry prior to the curing of each layer. Alternatively, if
a bottom-up printing sequence were to be employed, the initial layers would inherently have higher particle loadings from the as-mixed slurry before settling occurred. This particle segregation can have significant impacts on the local and overall mechanical response of the printed composites. The particle-rich bottom regions can be expected to exhibit higher stiffness and strength due to the increased reinforcement from the higher Ni content acting as rigid constraints on the polymer matrix. However, these regions may also suffer from reduced ductility and toughness compared to the polymer-rich top layers. Additionally, the highly loaded bottom layers face an increased propensity for particle agglomeration, defect formation, and compromised interfacial integrity—acting as precursors to premature failure.

Figure 12. Microscopic structure of the resin–micro-Ni composite in the Z-printed orientation.

Figure 13 shows the SEM images of the plain resin composite and the resin–micro-Ni composite. The SEM images clearly show the successful incorporation of nickel (Ni) microparticles into the polymer resin matrix to form the resin–Ni composites. The Ni particles are well dispersed and embedded throughout the resin, indicating good interfacial bonding between the filler and matrix phases. It is well established that the content of the reinforcing filler phase plays a critical role in determining the mechanical performance of particulate-reinforced polymer composites. As the Ni particle loading increases, the composites can be
expected to exhibit higher stiffness and strength due to increased constraint of the polymer chains by the rigid Ni particles. However, too high of a filler content can lead to particle agglomeration, increased defect concentration, and poor interfacial adhesion—resulting in premature failure and loss of toughness. The SEM images revealed typical particulate composite fracture features, suggesting reasonably good particle–matrix bonding aided by the photocuring process. However, some non-uniform Ni dispersion was noted, which could be a precursor to interfacial damage evolution.

Figure 13. SEM images representing (a,b): resin composite, (c,d) resin–micro-Ni composite.

Figure 14a shows the plain resin with a uniform carbon and oxygen signal from the polymer matrix. For the resin–micro-Ni composite, Figure 14b reveals the interfacial regions where nickel particles are embedded within the carbon/oxygen-rich resin. The quality of this particle–matrix interface is crucial for mechanical integrity. The quality and characteristics of this particle–matrix interface play a pivotal role in dictating the efficiency of load transfer and determining the overall mechanical performance. Good interfacial bonding without defects or deleterious reactions is essential. Figure 14c depicts resin-rich areas containing isolated nickel particles, indicating some non-uniformity in the nickel dispersion. The presence of these individual nickel particles, rather than a continuous nickel phase, suggests that some level of non-uniformity or particle clustering occurred during the printing process. Such heterogeneities could serve as initiation sites for damage and premature failure. Finally, Figure 14d clearly distinguishes the dense nickel particulate reinforcement phase within the composite microstructure. The nickel particles appear dense and distinct, with well-defined morphologies and minimal interfacial phases or reactions evident. Preserving the intrinsic nature of the nickel particles is important for realizing their full reinforcing potential.
Figure 14. EDS images representing (a) resin composite, (b) interface region in resin–micro-Ni composite, (c) resin region in resin–micro-Ni composite, and (d) Ni in resin–micro-Ni composite.

The observed enhancements in tensile strength, elongation, and toughness with increasing Ni content up to 6 wt.% can be attributed to effective load transfer from the ductile resin matrix to the reinforcing Ni particles. The rigid Ni particles contribute to the constraint of the polymer chain mobility and plastic deformation processes. However, at higher Ni loadings above the optimum 6 wt.%, the formation of particle agglomerates and increased interfacial defects appears to degrade mechanical performance. In addition to filler content, the size of the Ni particles may also influence mechanical behavior. Smaller particle sizes provide more surface area for matrix–particle interactions and efficient load
transfer. Composites with finer Ni particles could, therefore, offer higher stiffness and strength compared to those with larger particles at the same filler loading. However, very fine particle sizes can also raise concerns, like increased particle agglomeration tendency.

4. Conclusions

The research explores the effect of nickel microplastics on additively manufactured composite using the DLP technique. A mixture comprising 3D printing resin and nickel microparticles was prepared, with the concentration of nickel microparticles varying across different samples. The turbidity of the samples was analyzed, and the spectrophotometry test indicated a decrease in turbidity to approximately 50% within the first two minutes after the resin–nickel microparticle slurry was created. However, the slurry remains under stable conditions of 30% turbidity from 15 min to 60 min after mixing. The FT-IR spectrum of the resin without nickel exhibited distinct peaks at 1722, 1637, and 1110 cm\(^{-1}\), corresponding to C=O, C=C, and C=O bonds, respectively. Upon adding 1, 2, and 4 wt.% nickel, the resin–Ni micro composites displayed similar peaks at 2360, 1670, and 1558 cm\(^{-1}\), indicating consistent chemical compositions. The results from the tensile tests showed that the increase in the amount of nickel microparticles suspended in the resin translates to a peak in the mechanical characteristics at 6 wt.% nickel. The mechanical characteristics of the specimens increased slightly: the maximum tensile load was 568 N (74.7% increase), the UTS was 23.7 MPa (75.5% increase), the maximum elongation was 3.10 mm (160% increase), and the maximum strain was 4.77% (160% increase). Surface roughness assessments revealed a notable increase in surface roughness following a 6% increase in the Ni content. The hardness measurements exhibit marginal deviations in the Shore-D values with increasing Ni wt.%. Microscopic observation of the surfaces of the specimens revealed the fracture characteristics of a particulate composite but with uneven distributions of the nickel microparticles. The investigation demonstrated the considerable influence of changing nickel microparticle concentrations on the mechanical properties of the composite, with the best results reported at 6 wt.%. The study provides proper insights into the potential for incorporating nickel microparticles into the additive manufacturing of composite materials for various engineering applications.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Properties of the photopolymers used in the experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Properties</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deformation temp</td>
<td>60 ± 5</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitrification temp</td>
<td>55 ± 5</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum elongation</td>
<td>8–12</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation wavelength</td>
<td>355–410</td>
<td>nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity</td>
<td>150–350</td>
<td>MPa.s (25 °C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending strength</td>
<td>40–50</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength</td>
<td>35–45</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A2. Specification of DLP ANUCUBIC Photon Ultra Printer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine Specifications</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Machine weight</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing dimensions</td>
<td>$165 \times 102.4 \times 57.6$</td>
<td>mm$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light source</td>
<td>DLP optical projector</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-axis resolution</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer resolution</td>
<td>0.01–0.15</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control panel</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>Inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data input</td>
<td>USB</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine dimensions</td>
<td>$383 \times 222 \times 227$</td>
<td>mm$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing technology</td>
<td>DLP (Digital Light Processing)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max printing speed</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>mm/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XY resolution</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project resolution</td>
<td>$1280 \times 720$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A1. The flowchart diagram outlines the steps in manufacturing and testing.
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